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Instructions to the Candidates :
1.

Type the following passage in DOUBLE LINE spacing.

2.

Set the margins at 10 and 75 degrees.

3.

Type only on ONE SIDE of the paper.

4.

Special attention should be paid to accuracy and neatness of execution.

Life is beautiful but not always

and every moment it is fair of being

easy. It has problems too and the

alive but one should be always ready

challenge lies in facing them with

to face dearth and challenges. A

courage, letting the beauty of life act

person who has not met distress in

like a balm which makes the pain

life

bearable

by

Without hard work no one can obtain

and

the victory easily. In recent days

sorrow are the two sides of the same

every one looks for painless way to

coin. Similarly life is full of moments
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is no human being on earth who has

patience, resolve and true character

not been through struggle, suffering
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or failure. No doubt, life is beautiful

hardships make a person strong and
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ready to face the contest of life with

courage and accepts success without

poise. There is no doubt that there

letting it go to its head is the one who

can be no gain without pain. It is only

feel real happiness, ease and peace in

when one toils and sweats it out that

life. Those who think that good times

success is nourished and endless.

last forever, easily yield to pressure

Thus life should not be just a bed of

during anxiety. They do not put in

roses but thorns are also a part of it

required

and should be accepted by us just as

because they break down easily. You

we accept the beautiful side of life.

can take the example of a student

The

how

who burns the midnight oil, makes

success and happiness can be shifty

forgo and resists appeals so that he

and thus not to feel upset and sadden

can

rather remember that the pain of

successful executive has to face the

thorns is short lived, and the beauty

ups and downs of life, not overlook

of life would soon overcome the prick

that life is a mix of success and

of thorns.

failure, joy and sorrow. If he loses

thorns

remind
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of

hard

perform

work

well.
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efforts

Similarly
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Those, who are under the idea

hope during difficult times, he would

that life is a bed of roses are sniping

not achieve success and would be

soon and become victims of misery

replaced by others.

and pain. One who faces snags with
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